The view of pulmonologists on palliative care for patients with COPD: a survey study

Introduction: Early palliative care is not a common practice for patients with COPD. Important barriers are the identification of patients for palliative care and the organization of such care in this patient group.

Objective: Pulmonologists have a central role in providing good quality palliative care for patients with COPD. To guide future research and develop services, their view on palliative care for these patients was explored.

Methods: A survey study was performed by the members of the Netherlands Association of Physicians for Lung Diseases and Tuberculosis.

Results: The 256 respondents (31.8%) covered 85.9% of the hospital organizations in the Netherlands. Most pulmonologists (92.2%) indicated to distinguish a palliative phase in the COPD trajectory, but there was no consensus about the different criteria used for its identification. Aspects of palliative care in COPD considered important were advance care planning conversation (82%), communication between pulmonologist and general practitioner (77%), and identification of the palliative phase (75.8%), while the latter was considered the most important aspect for improvement (67.6%). Pulmonologists indicated to prefer organizing palliative care for hospitalized patients with COPD themselves (55.5%), while 30.9% indicated to prefer cooperation with a specialized palliative care team (SPCT). In the ambulatory setting, a multidisciplinary cooperation between pulmonologist, general practitioner, and a respiratory nurse specialist was preferred (71.1%).

Conclusion: To encourage pulmonologists to timely initiate palliative care in COPD, we recommend to conduct further research into more specific identification criteria. Furthermore, pulmonologists should improve their skills of palliative care, and the members of the SPCT should be better informed about the management of COPD to improve care during hospitalization. Communication between pulmonologist and general practitioner should be emphasized in training to improve palliative care in the ambulatory setting.
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Introduction

COPD is a progressive life-threatening disease and the third leading cause of death worldwide.1 Symptoms at the end of life are as severe as or even worse than those of patients with advanced cancer.2 Even so, compared to patients with cancer, palliative care is not a common practice for patients with COPD.3 This may be due to the fact that historically the focus of palliative care has been based on oncology.4 But, according to the definition of the World Health Organization (WHO), palliative care is intended for any life-threatening disease by means of early identification, assessment, and treatment of pain and other problems, such as physical, psychosocial, and spiritual in order to prevent and relieve suffering.5 The palliative phase, thus, comprises of a...
much longer period than the terminal or dying phase only. It implies that palliative care, as opposed to hospice care, is not limited to the terminal phase and can be given at an early stage alongside curative care. So, also patients with COPD may benefit from early palliative care without denying active disease-oriented treatment.

Important barriers in the provision of palliative care for patients with COPD are the identification of patients for palliative care and the organization of such care. COPD has a gradual decline punctuated by acute severe exacerbations, any one of which may be fatal. This unpredictable disease course hampers clinicians to timely initiate discussions about palliative care. A debate has started among professionals whether prognosis, curability, palliative needs, or a combination of these factors should mark the start of a palliative trajectory in patients with COPD, but consensus has not yet been established. Consensus also needs to be established about the optimal organization of palliative care. Patients with advanced COPD are often homebound until they enter an acute phase with hospitalization. This requires community-based care with continuity of care during hospitalization. Continuity of palliative care, thus, can only be achieved with a coordinated, collaborative, and multidisciplinary care approach. Therefore, general practitioners (GPs), pulmonologists, respiratory nurses, and palliative care specialists should collaborate to optimize palliative care delivery for patients with COPD. How this coordinated care should be successfully organized across the entire illness trajectory is not yet decided.

To facilitate delivery of palliative care to patients with COPD for clinicians, the Lung Alliance Netherlands, the Dutch society for chronic lung diseases, developed a guideline on palliative care for patients with COPD in 2010. This guideline also provides recommendations about the start and the organization of palliative care based on literature, but it is unknown to what extent clinicians use this guideline.

Since pulmonologists have a central role in providing good quality care for patients with COPD, they are in the front line to recognize palliative care needs in this patient group. For that reason, it has been advised that they take the lead in developing services. Therefore, the objective of this study was to explore the view of pulmonologists in the Netherlands on: 1) palliative care for patients with COPD in general, 2) identification of patients with COPD for palliative care, 3) important aspects of palliative care for patients with COPD, and 4) organization of palliative care for patients with COPD.

Methods
Study design
A national survey was performed to explore the view of pulmonologists in the Netherlands on palliative care for patients with COPD.

Study procedure
Mail and postal addresses of all pulmonologists and pulmonologists in training (i.t.) were obtained from the Netherlands Association of Physicians for Lung Diseases and Tuberculosis (NVALT). Of all 846 members registered at the NVALT, 42 were excluded because they worked in a foreign practice (n=25) and were a tuberculosis physician (n=15) or an epidemiologist (n=2; Figure 1). In total, 804 members, 575 pulmonologists (66.1% male, 33.9% female) and 229 pulmonologists i.t. (31% male and 69% female) were invited to participate in the study in April 2015. They received the digital NVALT newsletter with a link to a digital survey. An email reminder was sent 2 weeks later. In June 2015, a paper version of the survey was sent to nonresponders to participate. All questionnaires received before 15 August 2015 were included in the analysis. This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee (CMO) of the Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen (METC number 2012/260). Based on criteria established by the Central Committee on Research involving Human Subjects (CCMO) in the Netherlands, the study was reviewed as noninterventional and for that reason pulmonologists did not have to sign an informed consent form in order to participate.

Survey
The survey consisted of demographic characteristics and questions about proactive palliative care for patients with COPD (Supplementary materials). The demographic characteristics were assessed based on the position (pulmonologist or pulmonologist i.t.), clinician (active or nonactive), gender, name and place of the hospital, location of the hospital if appropriate, and the number and gender of pulmonologists working in their association of pulmonologists (or if not applicable, hospital).

The questions about proactive palliative care for patients with COPD concerned the view of pulmonologists or pulmonologist i.t. on the following four main subjects: 1) palliative care for patients with COPD in general (five questions), 2) identification of patients with COPD for palliative care (one question), 3) content of palliative care for patients with COPD (two questions), and 4) organization of palliative care for patients with COPD (five questions).
The questions about palliative care for patients with COPD in general concerned whether pulmonologists or pulmonologists i.t. think that palliative care for patients with COPD is desirable, whether they distinguish a palliative phase in the COPD disease trajectory, if not why, whether they use the guideline palliative care for patients with COPD (2011), and if not why. The view of pulmonologists and pulmonologists i.t. concerning the organization of palliative care for patients with COPD started with the question whether the hospital has a specialized palliative care team (SPCT) at their disposal, and if yes, whether this team is also involved in the care of patients with COPD. Next, their opinion was asked about who should organize the delivery of palliative care for patients with COPD, respectively, during hospitalization and in the ambulatory setting.

In total, 13 questions were presented in this second part: 12 multiple choices and one last open question about what aspects of palliative care in COPD they thought were missing or should be developed in the near future. In seven multiple choice questions, only one answer was possible. In the other five multiple choice questions, multiple answers were possible and the opportunity was given for an open answer under the choice “other namely”.

### Statistical analyses

Descriptive statistics were conducted. Noncontinuous variables were reported as frequencies. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 20.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Armonk, NY, USA).

### Results

#### Study population

In total, 256 of 804 pulmonologists and pulmonologists i.t. (31.8%) completed the survey (Figure 1). The responding pulmonologists and pulmonologists i.t. covered 73 of the 85 hospital organizations (85.9%) of all general and academic hospitals in the Netherlands. A hospital organization consists of one or more hospital locations which fall under the same board of directors.

#### Demographic characteristics

The characteristics of the study population are presented in Table 1. Of the study population of 256 respondents, 197 were pulmonologists (60.4% male, 39.6% female) and 59 were pulmonologists i.t. (28.8% male, 71.2% female). Two pulmonologists were not active clinicians since one was a researcher and the other retired.

#### Palliative care for patients with COPD in general

In total, 253 respondents (98.8%) answered that palliative care for patients with COPD is desirable and 236 respondents (92.2%) answered that they distinguish a palliative phase in
the COPD trajectory. The 19 respondents (7.4%) that did not distinguish a palliative phase in the COPD trajectory gave as reasons (more than one answer possible) that there is no distinction between curative and palliative care (63.2%), that they find the criteria for the start of palliative care difficult (26.3%), that an SPCT is not available for patients with COPD (5.3%), and/or other reasons (15.8%).

The percentage of pulmonologists that use the guideline palliative care for patients with COPD is presented in Figure 2. Identification of patients with COPD for palliative care

Each of the formulated criteria mentioned in the survey to possibly identify patients with COPD for palliative care was indicated by a larger or smaller part of the 236 respondents who distinguished a palliative phase in the COPD trajectory. Besides, all respondents indicated use of more than one criteria. The criteria and the percentage of respondents that mentioned use of each criterion to identify patients with COPD for palliative care are presented in Figure 3. Of all respondents, 11.4% mentioned use of other criteria, such as a combination of factors (2.5%), no treatment options left (2.1%), and the surprise question (negative answer to the question: would I, as pulmonologist, be surprised if the patient would die in the next year [1.7%]).

Aspects of palliative care for patients with COPD

Important aspects

Each formulated aspect of palliative care was at least chosen once. Besides, each respondent indicated more than one aspect (Figure 4). Of all respondents, 2% also mentioned other aspects to be important. These were mainly remarks of involved pulmonologists concerning the aspect content of palliative care, such as the response “involvement of informal caregivers”.

Improvement desirable

Each formulated aspect of palliative care was chosen by at least one respondent as being desirable to improve. Besides, each respondent chose more than one aspect (Figure 4). Of all respondents, 2% mentioned that improvement is desirable for other aspects. These were mainly remarks of involved pulmonologists concerning the improvement of the aspect content of palliative care, such as the response “options for relief of suffering”.

The organization of palliative care for patients with COPD

Specialized palliative care team

Of all respondents, 87.1% indicated the presence of an SPCT in the hospital, while 53.1% indicated the involvement of the SPCT in the care of patients with COPD (Figure 5). Respondents from 70 of the 73 hospital organizations (95.9%) indicated that they have an SPCT at their disposal, but within 11 hospital organizations (15.1%) respondents were not in full agreement about this. Within these 73 hospital organizations, the respondents of 32 hospital organizations (45.7%) were not unanimous when asked whether the SPCT in their organization was involved in the care of patients with COPD. Besides, some of the pulmonologists who confirmed this question placed a remark saying: theoretically, this is possible but in practice it is less common.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study population (N=256)</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonologist</td>
<td>197 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonologist i.t.</td>
<td>59 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>254 (99.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>136 (53.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General hospital</td>
<td>202 (78.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic hospital</td>
<td>45 (17.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorical hospital*</td>
<td>8 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Specialized pulmonary hospital (sleep, rehabilitation, or cancer).

Abbreviation: i.t., in training.
During hospitalization
The opinion of respondents about who should organize palliative care for patients with COPD during hospitalization is presented in Figure 6. Most respondents (55.5%) considered the pulmonologist to perform this task.

In the ambulatory setting
The opinion of respondents about who should organize palliative care for patients with COPD in the ambulatory setting is presented in Figure 6. Most respondents (71.1%) considered a multidisciplinary cooperation between pulmonologist, GP, and respiratory nurse specialist to perform this task.

Discussion
Palliative care for patients with COPD is not yet a common practice. Since pulmonologists have a central role in providing good quality palliative care for patients with COPD, their view on this subject is important. There are already survey studies that explore their current working situation regarding palliative care for patients with COPD. This survey study, however, is the first to take the view and wishes of pulmonologists into account in order to guide future research and service development.

Almost all pulmonologists indicated that palliative care for patients with COPD is desirable. To ensure that the best available evidence is translated into everyday clinical practice a Dutch clinical guideline palliative care for patients with COPD has been developed in 2010. However, about half of the pulmonologists indicated not using this clinical guideline, most often because they were not aware of its existence. This is a cause for concern since low awareness of clinical guidelines may subsequently result in low adherence to guideline recommendations and potentially suboptimal healthcare. In general, adherence to COPD guidelines is suboptimal and as a consequence barriers to guideline adherence in COPD have been identified. We recommend taking such barriers into account in order to optimize strategies to ensure effective implementation and better use of clinical guidelines in COPD.

To facilitate timely identification of palliative care in COPD, prognostic models to estimate survival have been developed. Unfortunately, these population models are of little value to predict survival for individual patients. As such, validated evidence-based criteria to determine the prognosis in advanced COPD are not yet available. A discussion has started among clinicians whether a transition point for the initiation of palliative care in the COPD trajectory exists. Some clinicians argue that in response to the prognostic difficulty, more specific criteria of end-stage COPD need to be explored. Other clinicians argue that searching further for prognostic criteria that may not exist, will lead to prognostic paralysis. Instead, they promote an integrated early palliative care approach according to needs alongside disease-oriented care. Nevertheless, the majority of pulmonologists in our study indicated that they do distinguish a palliative phase in the COPD trajectory (92.2%).

Several tools have been proposed to identify patients with COPD for palliative care. The formulated identification
criteria in our survey were selected on basis of this literature. All pulmonologists indicated use of several criteria. Four criteria were mentioned by about three-quarters of the pulmonologists, being: repeated hospital admissions for an acute exacerbation of COPD (AECOPD), feeling/experience of the pulmonologist that palliative care is needed, wish of the patient, and severe comorbidity. All other formulated criteria were mentioned by about one-third of the pulmonologists, while some pulmonologists also mentioned as additional aspects, no treatment options left and a negative answer to the surprise question (would I, as pulmonologist, be surprised if my patient would die in the next year?). The fact

**Figure 4** The aspects of palliative care for patients with COPD and the percentage of respondents that mentioned which aspects were important and for which aspects improvement is desirable.

**Abbreviations:** ACP, advance care planning; GP, general practitioner; ICU, intensive care unit; N/A, not applicable.
that criteria of prognosis as well as curability and palliative needs were chosen by the pulmonologists reflects the absence of consensus about the way of identification of patients with COPD for palliative care.11

The pulmonologists also indicated which aspects of palliative care for patients with COPD they considered important and for which aspects improvement is desirable. Aspects mentioned to be important by over three-quarters of the pulmonologists were advance care planning (ACP) conversation, communication between pulmonologist and GP, and identification of patients for palliative care. For improvement, only one aspect, identification of patients for palliative care, was mentioned by almost three-quarters of the pulmonologists. The aspects thereafter mentioned for improvement by about two-fifths of the pulmonologists were ACP conversation, organization of palliative care, communication between pulmonologist and GP, and defining the coordinating role. It seems that pulmonologists not only consider the identification of patients for palliative care important but also the most important aspect for improvement. Therefore, we suggest conducting further research into more specific criteria to timely initiate the palliative trajectory. Having such criteria might encourage pulmonologists less familiar with palliative care in COPD to get started. Recently, variables have been identified that could be indicative of poor prognosis for patients hospitalized for an AECOPD and possibly be useful to identify patients for palliative care.28 However, the problem of identification of patients with COPD for palliative care is not to predict individual prognosis but to timely start palliative care. Future prospective studies that incorporate these potentially relevant variables should, therefore, focus on identifying criteria for a timely start of palliative care in order to assure that patients with

Figure 5 The percentage of respondents that indicated the presence of an SPCT in the hospital and the involvement of the SPCT in the care of patients with COPD. Abbreviation: SPCT, specialized palliative care team.

Figure 6 The opinion of respondents about who should organize palliative care for patients with COPD during hospitalization and in the ambulatory setting.

Abbreviations: GP, general practitioner; N/A, not applicable; SPCT, specialized palliative care team.
COPD in need of a palliative approach are not missed out. We think that this way an integrated early use of palliative care alongside disease-oriented care can be accomplished. Beside identification of patients for palliative care, other areas of concern for improvement should preferentially be ACP conversations, communication between pulmonologist and GP, defining the coordinating role and the organization of palliative care.

In order to be able to answer the question, how to organize palliative care in COPD, it is necessary to know the facilities available in the Netherlands. The percentage of hospitals with an SPCT at their disposal, for instance, has increased from 39% in 2013 to 77% in 2015. This growth will probably continue since it is the standard of a foundation emphasizing collaboration in oncology (Stichting Oncologische Samenwerking), that every hospital should have an SPCT by January 2017. According to this standard, an SPCT should at least consist of two medical specialists and one nurse specialist in palliative care. In our survey, 87.1% of the pulmonologists, representing 70 of the 73 participating hospital organizations (95.9%), indicated the presence of an SPCT in their hospital. However, pulmonologists within 11 hospital organizations (15.7%) were not unanimous. The fast increase of hospitals with an SPCT and the fact that we did not define the composition of an SPCT may be the reason for this inconsistency. In the hospital organizations with an SPCT 61% of the pulmonologists, representing 53 of the 70 hospital organizations, indicated the involvement of the SPCT in the care of patients with COPD. This percentage should, however, be considered with caution since the pulmonologists within 32 hospital organizations (45.7%) were not unanimous. Some pulmonologists even indicated that theoretically consultation is possible but in practice it is less common. So, although palliative care by an SPCT in hospitals is in development, it seems that the involvement in care of patients with COPD is not yet a common practice.

When asked who should organize palliative care for patients with COPD during hospitalization, more than half of the pulmonologists mentioned the pulmonologist. About three-tenths of the pulmonologists preferred to organize this in cooperation with an SPCT, while about one-tenth preferred specialized pulmonologists who take part in an SPCT. An SPCT, as primarily responsible entity, was hardly mentioned. It shows that during hospitalization, pulmonologists want to be involved in the organization of palliative care for patients with COPD, while there is also room for the involvement of an SPCT. In practice, the input of an SPCT is often demanded in more complex disease trajectories. Since palliative care in COPD is not a common practice, this implies that pulmonologists should improve their skills of palliative care and the members of the SPCT should be better informed about the management of COPD.

To ensure continuity of palliative care for patients with COPD in the ambulatory setting a coordinated multidisciplinary care approach has been recommended. Almost three-quarters of the pulmonologists in our study recognized this since they preferred a multidisciplinary cooperation between pulmonologist, GP, and respiratory nurse specialist in the ambulatory setting. To accomplish successful cooperation, we recommend emphasizing the aspects of communication between pulmonologist and GP and defining the coordinating role in training.

Finally, as palliative care is multidisciplinary care, we also recommend exploring the view of other healthcare professionals involved in palliative care for patients with COPD, as well as their incentives and barriers regarding the provision of early palliative care.

Several strengths and limitations should be considered to be able to interpret the findings. This is the first survey study to explore the views and wishes of pulmonologists regarding palliative care for patients with COPD. Furthermore, 85.9% of hospital organizations were represented by the responding pulmonologists. Like in most surveys, we did not use a validated questionnaire. It is possible that certain questions were not totally unambiguous, and therefore not always interpreted in the same way. Although comparable with other survey studies, the overall response rate of 31.8% is low and raises concerns whether the results can be generalized to the Dutch population of pulmonologists. Those pulmonologists who participated were probably more interested in palliative care in COPD than nonresponders and will have provided a more favorable view. For this reason, the low response rate will not have influenced our findings that the identification of patients with COPD for palliative care and the organization of such care need improvement.

**Conclusion**

Pulmonologists considered palliative care for patients with COPD is desirable. Still many of them did not know about the existence of the palliative care guideline care for people with COPD. We, therefore, recommend that more attention should be paid to the implementation of such guidelines. Most of the pulmonologists distinguished a palliative phase in the COPD trajectory. Many different criteria were used, and there was no consensus whether prognosis, curability, and/or palliative needs should mark the start of palliative care in COPD. The identification of patients with COPD for
palliative care was not only seen as important but also seen as the most important aspect for improvement. We, therefore, recommend conducting further research into more specific criteria to initiate a timely palliative trajectory.

The organization of palliative care was also mentioned as an aspect for improvement. During hospitalization, pulmonologists indicated that they wanted to be involved in the organization of palliative care for patients with COPD while there was also room for input of an SPCT. Since palliative care in COPD is not a common practice, we recommend that pulmonologists improve their skills of palliative care and the members of the SPCT be better informed about the management of COPD. In the ambulatory setting, most pulmonologists preferred a multidisciplinary cooperation between pulmonologist, GP, and respiratory nurse specialist. Since pulmonologists indicated ACP conversations, communication between pulmonologist and GP, and defining the coordinating role as improvement aspects, we recommend emphasizing these aspects in training.
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Supplementary material

Survey for pulmonologists

Demographic situation:
1. What is your position?
   □ Pulmonologist
   □ Pulmonologist in training
2. Are you clinically active?
   □ Yes
   □ No
3. Name hospital
   ........................................................................................
4. Location (if applicable)
   ........................................................................................
5. Place of residence hospital
   ........................................................................................
6. Gender
   □ Male
   □ Female
7. a. How many pulmonologists work in your association
       of pulmonologists (or hospital)?
       ........................................................................................
   b. Number of males/females?
      ......... Males
      ......... Females

Questions palliative care for patients with COPD
1. Is in your opinion palliative care for patients with COPD desirable?
   □ Yes
   □ No
2. Do you distinguish a palliative phase in the COPD disease
   trajectory?
   □ Yes (go to question 4)
   □ Sometimes (go to question 4)
   □ No (go to question 3)
3. If not, what is the reason of this? (more than one answer possible)
   (go to question 7)
   □ In my opinion, there is no distinction between curative
     and palliative care in COPD
   □ I don’t have time for it
   □ I find the criteria for the start of palliative care in
     COPD difficult
   □ A Specialized Palliative Care Team (SPCT) is not
     available for patients with COPD
   □ Other, namely .............................................................
4. Do you use the guideline palliative care for people
   with COPD (2011)?
   □ Yes (go to question 6)
   □ No (go to question 5)
5. If not, what is the reason for this? (more than one question possible)
   □ I was not aware of the existence of this guideline
   □ I find this guideline unclear
   □ Applying the guideline takes too much time
   □ The scientific basis of the guideline is to my opinion
     questionable
   □ The criteria for the start of palliative care in COPD
     are unclear
   □ Other, namely .............................................................
6. What criterion/criteria do you use for the start of palliative
   care in patients with COPD? (more than one answer possible)
   □ First hospital admission for an acute exacerbation
     COPD (AECOPD)
   □ Repeated hospital admissions for an AECOPD
   □ Hypoxemia (stable and/or at discharge)
   □ Hypercapnia (stable and/or at discharge)
   □ NIV/NPPV necessary during hospitalization
   □ Professional home care service needed for personal
     care
   □ Severe comorbidity
   □ Low value FEV1
   □ Low BMI or unplanned weight loss
   □ Old age
   □ High score CCQ (=Clinical COPD Questionnaire)
   □ High score MRC dyspnea questionnaire
   □ Feeling/experience of pulmonologist
   □ Wish of patient
   □ Other, namely .............................................................
   □ None
7. In your opinion, what are important aspects of palliative
   care for patients with COPD? (more than one answer possible)
   □ Identification of patients for palliative care
   □ Bad news conversation
   □ Advance Care Planning (ACP) conversation about
     resuscitation policy
   □ ACP conversation about treatment agreements
(eg, enteral tube feeding, antibiotics, hospitalization, palliative sedation, mechanical ventilation)

- ACP conversation about ICU policy
- Content of palliative care
- Organization of palliative care
- Defining the coordinating role
  (eg, pulmonologist/respiratory nurse specialist/specialized palliative care team/GP)
- Communication with other professionals within the hospital
- Communication between pulmonologist and GP
- Transfer of care in the weekend/evening
- Other, namely ..........................................
- N/A

8. In your opinion, for which aspects of palliative care for patients with COPD is improvement desirable? (more than one answer possible)
- Identification of patients for palliative care
- Bad news conversation
- Advance Care Planning (ACP) conversation about resuscitation policy
- ACP conversation about treatment agreements
  (e.g. enteral tube feeding, antibiotics, hospitalization, palliative sedation, mechanical ventilation)
- ACP conversation about ICU policy
- Content of palliative care
- Organization of palliative care
- Defining the coordinating role
  (eg, pulmonologist/respiratory nurse specialist/specialized palliative care team/GP)
- Communication with other professionals within the hospital
- Communication between pulmonologist and GP
- Transfer of care in the weekend/evening
- Other, namely ..........................................
- N/A

9. Does the hospital have a Specialized Palliative Care Team (SPCT) at their disposal?
- Yes
  - If yes, are they also involved in the care of patients with COPD?
    - Yes
    - No
  - No
- N/A

10. Who should in your opinion organize the delivery of (proactive) palliative care for patients with COPD during hospitalization? (only one answer possible)
- The personal pulmonologist. Every pulmonologist provides (proactive) palliative care to their own patients with COPD
- A specialized pulmonologist who take part of a SPCT
- A SPCT in close cooperation with pulmonologists
- N/A

11. Who should in your opinion organize the delivery of (proactive) palliative care for patients with COPD in the ambulatory setting? (only one answer possible)
- The GP
- The pulmonologist
- The respiratory nurse specialist
- The GP and the respiratory nurse specialist
- A multidisciplinary cooperation (GP/pulmonologist/respiratory nurse specialist)
- N/A

12. What aspects of palliative care in COPD did you miss or do you think should be developed in the near future?